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} If the device is to be present in the 
classroom the purpose is solely education 
and with teacher’s permission.

} The use of this device must not interfere 
with ANYONE’S learning.

} To protect the privacy and safety of 
students and staff, personal electronics, 
CANNOT be used to take photographs 
or videotape, unless under the direct 
supervision of a teacher for academic 
purposes.

} Students should not be using their personal 
phones to call/text without teacher 
knowledge.

}  Students must have permission to use 
electronics during other times of the day.

} Devices are NEVER to be used in 
private areas such as change rooms and 
washrooms.

} When devices are not in use, they must be 
put away and turned off.

} Device stored with teacher for 
the day.

} Device stored in P/VP’s office for 
the day.

} Not permitted to bring the 
device back to the school until 
further notice.

 CONSEQUENCESEXPECTATIONS

Student Expectations for 
Personal Electronics

USE OF 
PERSONAL 
ELECTRONICS



Student Expectations for 
Homework Club

GATORS

HOMEWORK 
CLUB

} Read quietly, complete work or use 
approved educational websites and 
programs on computer (DreamBox, Prodigy).

} Use a calm indoor voice.

} Use hall pass to leave Learning Commons.

} Arrive at the beginning and stay until the 
end.

} Logout in an appropriate amount of time.

} Do not bring food or drinks.

} Reminder/coaching.

} Removal of privelage of 
accessing Homework Club.      

UNEXPECTED BEHAVIOUR 
MAY RESULT IN:

WHAT’S EXPECTED



Expectations on Snowy Days

THROWING 
SNOW

NO...

} Kicking/throwing snow

} Putting snow in people’s faces

Leave the snow ON THE GROUND!

Consequences can 

include:

} Reminder

} Coaching

} Think Sheet

} Time Out

} Removal of privileges

} Parent Contact -  
Classroom Teacher/P/VP

} Removal from Classes 
(In School Time-Out)

} At Home Time-Out

} Suspension 

SNOW 
CREATIONS

}  Enjoy the process of building 
creations and forts

}  Expect your creation to not be 
intact for your next break or the 
next day 

}  Nobody owns the snow!

RESPECT other people’s creations/
efforts

PLAYGROUND

EQUIPMENT
}  Stay OFF equipment due to ice and snow 

when announced

Not Doing What’s Expected?What’s Expected From Students

GATORS



GATORS

Student Expectations

RESPECT } Use respectful words, appropriate language and have 
appropriate conversations

} No put downs

} THINK before you speak
Is it: 
True  •  Helpful  •  Inspiring  •  Necessary  •  Kind?

} Reminders/Coaching
} Think Sheet 
} Time out
} Removal of Privileges and/or breaks
} Parent Contact - Classroom Teacher /P/VP } 
At Home Time-Out

} Suspension

PROBLEM 
SOLVING/ 
CONFLICT 
RESOLUTION

DEBUG

} Ignore

} Walk away

} Talk friendly

} Talk firmly

} Get an adult to help

} Reminders/Coaching

} Think Sheet 
} Explicit teaching

BODY 
CONTACT

No Body Contact } Reminders/Coaching

} Think Sheet

} Time Out

} Removal of Privileges and/or breaks

} Parent Contact - Classroom Teacher /P/VP } 

At Home Time-Out

} Suspension

DRESS CODE No hats in class

It is expected that clothing:

} Covers front, back and midriff

} Does not reveal undergarments

} Does not include inappropriate messages / images

} Is appropriate for the weather

} Reminders/Coaching

} Think Sheet

} Opportunities to change at school

} Opportunities to change at home

} Removal of Privileges and/or breaks

} Parent Contact - Classroom Teacher /P/VP

ENTRY/
EXIT & 
TRANSITION

} Quick and Quiet

}  Walk on the right side of hallway (especially stairs)

} Never walk in parking lots

} Always use assigned doors

} Be on time

} Admit slip if arriving late (after morning entry song)

} Reminders/Coaching

} Think Sheet

} Removal of Privileges and/or breaks

} Parent Contact - Classroom Teacher /P/VP

FITNESS/ 
NUTRITION 
BREAKS 
INSIDE

}  Sitting while eating

}  Use an indoor voice (NO yelling)

}  Use appropriate language and have appropriate 
conversations/NO put downs

}  Clean up personal space

}  Ask for a hall pass to leave the room

}  Must have adult supervision when in a classroom, library, 
or the gym

} Reminders/Coaching
} Think Sheet 
} Time out
} Removal of Privileges and/or breaks
} Parent Contact - Classroom Teacher /P/VP } 
Removal from Classes (In School Time-Out)

} At Home Time-Out

} Suspension

PLAY 
STRUCTURE

} Use the structure in a safe manner

}  No tag or chase games permitted

}  No sitting on top of the monkey bars

}  Go DOWN the slide - NOT up

} Reminders/Coaching

} Time out

} Removal of Privileges and/or breaks

SWINGS } Use swings in a safe manner (no jumping off or twisting)

}  Only one person on swing at a time

}  If you are not using a swing, please avoid the swing area

} Reminders/Coaching

} Time out

} Removal of Privileges and/or breaks

Unexpected behaviour may result in:What’s Expected From Students




